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ABSTRACT

Context. High-resolution rotational spectroscopy of the imidogen radical has been limited to the 14 NH and 14 ND isotopologues.
Imidogen is an important intermediate in the astronomical synthesis of ammonia. Recently, the 14 N/15 N isotopic ratio in ammonia has
been obtained in cold, dense molecular clouds.
Aims. We conducted a laboratory search for rotational transitions of 15 NH to investigate in more detail the 14 N/15 N ratio in the
interstellar medium.
Methods. 15 NH was generated in a positive column discharge in a flowing 15 NH3 – He (SOLEIL synchrotron) or 15 NH3 – Ar (PhLAM)
mixture. High-resolution spectroscopic study of the 15 NH isotopologue of imidogen in its ground electronic and vibrational state
 3 Σ− ) was carried out in the THz range (up to 225 cm−1 ) with the AILES beamline of the SOLEIL synchrotron and subsequently
(X
with the PhLAM spectrometer (around 942 GHz). The observed fine and hyperfine structures were analysed, yielding an accurate set
of rotational, fine, and hyperfine parameters.
Results. The reported frequencies and molecular constants are suitable for radioastronomical searches of this key species and for
14
N/15 N isotopic ratio astronomical determination.
Key words. line: identification – molecular data – ISM: molecules – submillimeter: ISM

1. Introduction
Extensive studies have long been carried out on the imidogen
radical, NH, a fundamental hydride that plays a key role in a
wide variety of environments. For example, this radical has been
frequently observed in nitrogen combustion chemistry, and it has
been detected in Earth’s atmosphere (Brewer et al. 1972). This
radical also has important applications in astrophysics, where it
is formed from the dissociative electron recombination reactions
of NH+2 and NH+3 . These ionic species are generated in the ionmolecule reaction scheme for the production of NH3 from N+
(Herbst et al. 1987; Galloway & Herbst 1989). Other potential
precursors include the protonated species N2 H+ and NH+4 . Thus,
imidogen is thought to be an intermediate species in the production of ammonia, a molecule commonly observed in space.
The main isotopologue of imidogen, 14 NH, has been observed in many astronomical objects, such as in stellar atmospheres in the infrared via excited pure rotational transitions in
v = 0 and v = 1 (including the Sun, Grevesse et al. 1990; Geller
et al. 1991), towards comets (e.g. Feldmann et al. 1993) and

in diﬀuse molecular clouds (Meyer & Roth 1991) via its UV
absorption electronic transitions. The new observational capabilities available from the Herschel HIFI submillimetre spectroscopic instrument have allowed the ground rotational transition
of NH to be detected for the first time towards diﬀuse clouds
in front of high-mass star-forming regions (Persson et al. 2010)
and in the envelope of a solar mass prestellar core (Hily-Blant
et al. 2010). The deuterated isotopologue ND has been detected
as well in the same envelope (Bacmann et al. 2010).
The measurement of isotopic ratios from terrestrial and solar
system objects (e.g. comets) and interstellar environments is a
powerful tool for understanding the evolution and alteration of
the cosmic material through its lifetime. The 14 N/15 N ratio has
been measured with high accuracy in the solar wind by Marty
et al. (2011) via the Genesis mission and has been found to be
441 ± 6, higher than in any solar system object. Because isotopic
composition of nitrogen shows large variations mostly of unclear
origin (see e.g. Marty et al. 2011), determining the 14 N/15 N ratio in imidogen is a useful complementary information on the
already measured 14 N/15 N molecular ratios in ammonia and
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Fig. 1. a) Fourier-transform, far infrared spectrum recorded at the SOLEIL synchrotron: 120 scans accumulated (∼7 h) at the highest resolution
(0.001 cm−1 ). b) Calculated spectra (at 300 K) of 15 NH (red) and 15 NH2 (green) radicals. Inset shows the fine-structure components of the
N = 4 ← 3 transition of 15 NH and the doublet structure of the NKa Kc = 330 ← 221 b-type rotational transition of 15 NH2 .

hydrogen cyanide in interstellar environments (Wannier et al.
1981; Lis et al. 2010; Gerin et al. 2009) and should help to better constrain the formation scenario of these molecules. Indeed,
both gas-phase chemistry and grain-surface reactions fail to account for the observed abundance of light nitrogen hydrides like
NH and NH3 (Persson et al. 2010). Nitrogen fractionation in
the gas phase may occur via ion-molecule exchange reactions
(Gerin et al. 2009, and references therein). However, the astronomical searches related to the detection of 15 NH are currently
not possible owing to the lack of the spectroscopic knowledge.
The present work is aimed at addressing this question for the first
time.
Probing the 14 N/15 N abundance ratio in imidogen radical
can be achieved through the radioastronomical detection of
pure rotational transitions of 15 NH. The Herschel’s Heterodyne
Instrument for the Far-Infrared (HIFI) provides complete coverage of the terahertz bands from 0.48 to 1.9 THz and is thus an
ideal instrument for making the related observations. Although
14
NH has received considerable attention both theoretically and
experimentally (see e.g. Ram & Bernath 2010, for a recent bibliography of experimental studies), the spectroscopic investigation of 15 NH has been limited to the laser magnetic resonance
(LMR) work of Wayne & Radford (1976). They observed some
hyperfine-structure components of the N, J = 1, 1 ← 0, 1 transition, but they did not provide field-free line positions. Thus they
derived values for the hyperfine coupling parameters for both
nuclei of this isotopologue (see the discussion section).
In this paper, we report on the first high-resolution spectroscopic research of 15 NH in the ground electronic and vibrational
state in the zero magnetic field condition. Our measurements involve both low- and high- N rotational quantum numbers, which
will allow probing cold and warm astronomical environments,
respectively.

2. Experiment
The rotational spectrum of 15 NH has been investigated at the
AILES beamline of SOLEIL synchrotron (Brubach et al. 2010)
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below 225 cm−1 (∼7 THz) making use of the high-sensitivity,
high-resolution (0.001 cm−1 or 30 MHz) and wide spectral range
of the synchrotron radiation. The far infrared fine-structure components of 15 NH were identified and assigned without diﬃculty,
allowing accurate prediction of the three fine-structure components of the ground-state rotational transition, namely the J =
0 ← 1, 1 ← 1, and 2 ← 1 components. They were calculated
to lie at 942.13, 970.17, and 995.65 GHz, respectively, aiming at
measuring their hyperfine structures with microwave accuracy
at the PhLAM laboratory. Given the submillimetre-wave radiation sources available, unfortunately only the J = 0 ← 1 finestructure component of the ground-state transition could be observed. The PhLAM spectrometer (150–660 GHz) has been extensively described elsewhere (Ozeki et al. 2011). In this study,
an all-solid-state frequency multiplier chain was used to carry
out measurements below 950 GHz, the upper limit of our spectrometer. Briefly, an Agilent synthesizer (12.5–17.5 GHz) drives
a Spacek active sextupler, thereby providing an output power of
+15 dBm in the W-band range (75–110 GHz). This power is high
enough to feed passive Schottky multipliers (Virginia Diodes,
Inc.) at the next stage of the frequency multiplication chain. The
total multiplication factor used in this experiment was 60.
Ammonia-15N served as precursor (∼3.3 × 10−3 mBar), and
15
NH radicals were generated in a positive column discharge using He (1.26 mBar) or Ar (1.8 × 10−2 mBar) as buﬀer gas at the
SOLEIL and PhLAM laboratories, respectively. The discharge
current sustained between water-cooled electrodes was adjusted
to 100 mA and 65 mA, respectively.
The absorption cell employed at SOLEIL was 1 m long (with
an eﬀective optical path of 24 m using White-type optics) with
a 13 cm inner diameter, and these dimensions at the PhLAM
laboratory were 2 m and 5 cm. In both experiments the absorption cells were passively kept at room temperature. The Fouriertransform far-infrared spectrum was recorded using a 6 μm thick
Mylar beamsplitter and a 4.2 K cooled Si-bolometer equipped
with an 8 THz low-pass optical filter. The spectrum depicted
in Fig. 1 contains absorption transitions not only of 15 NH, but
also those of 15 NH2 (15 N-amidogen radical). Transitions from
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Fig. 2. Fine-structure components of the N = 6 ← 5 rotational transition of 15 NH recorded at SOLEIL.
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residual 15 NH3 , 14 NH3 , 14 NH2 , 14 NH, H2 O, and OH are present
in the spectrum, but their assignments are not indicated in Fig. 1.
The 15 NH lines were calibrated using residual H2 O lines against
accurate frequencies measured by Matsushima et al. (1995). The
results concerning 15 NH2 will be described elsewhere.

3. Results
The 15 NH radical has a triplet (3 Σ− ) electronic ground state with
the total electron spin angular momentum S = 1. Therefore, the
rotational levels for N > 0 exhibit a fine structure of rotational J
sublevels with J = N + 1, N, and N − 1. For N = 0, the only possible spin sublevel is J = 1. The electron spin-electron spin (λ)
and the electron spin-rotation (γ) coupling constants contribute
to the fine structure of the energy levels. In addition, the nonzero nuclear spins of 15 N (IN = 12 ) and H (IH = 12 ) further split
the fine-structure levels into hyperfine-structure levels. The splittings arise from the Fermi-contact (bF ), magnetic dipole-dipole
(t), and nuclear spin-rotation (C) interactions.
The matrix elements needed to compute the energy levels
were calculated according to the coupling scheme J = N + S,
F1 = J + IH , and F = F1 + IN . As a result, for J  0, IH splits
each J, N level into a doublet with F1 = J ± 12 , and finally IN
splits each J, N, F1 sublevel further into the next doublet with
F = F1 ± 12 . For J = 0, the hyperfine-structure levels allowed are
those with F1 = 12 and F = 0 or 1.
In the present work, we measured 17 fine-structure components (of which 16 were recorded at SOLEIL). The three finestructure components of the N = 6 ← 5 transition recorded at
SOLEIL near 193.8 cm−1 are shown in Fig. 2. The term diagram
showing the fine splittings of the N = 1 ← 0 rotational transition
is depicted in Fig. 3. The J = 0 ← 1 fine-structure component
of this ground-state transition is the only one that could be observed at the PhLAM laboratory. It occurs near 942.130 GHz
and is split into six hyperfine-structure components. They are
displayed in Fig. 4.
Tables 1 and 2 list the frequencies observed at the SOLEIL
and PhLAM laboratories, respectively. Transition frequencies
that could not be observed are included for completeness and
also to guide future radioastronomical searches. The observed
transitions encompass 0  N   7. They were subjected to
a least-squares analysis using Pickett’s program SPFIT (Pickett
1991). The measured frequencies were weighted proportionally
to the inverse square of their experimental uncertainties. For the
fine-structure components measured at SOLEIL, the frequencies
were calculated as the equally weighted average of the individual
hyperfine components.
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Fig. 3. Schematic energy-level diagram showing the fine- (J) and
hyperfine-structure (F1 , F) splittings of the N = 1 ← 0 rotational transition of 15 NH. Hyperfine level splittings shown are a hundred times the
actual ones for clarity. The lower fine-structure component (J = 0 ← 1)
occurring near 942.130 GHz recorded at PhLAM laboratory with partly
resolved hyperfine-structure (see Fig. 4) is indicated by a solid line.
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Fig. 4. Hyperfine structure observed in the N, J = 1, 0 ← 0, 1 transition
recorded at PhLAM laboratory. F1 = J + IH and F = F1 + IN .

The set of adjustable parameters comprises, in addition to
the rotational and centrifugal distortion constants B, D, and H,
the electron spin-spin (λ) and the electron spin-rotation (γ) finestructure parameters and the Fermi-contact hyperfine coupling
terms (bF ) of both nuclei. The centrifugal distortion constants L
and γD , the nuclear spin-rotation parameter of nitrogen, as well
as the magnetic dipole-dipole hyperfine-structure t parameters
for both nuclei were kept fixed at the value reported for the main
isotopologue. The constants used in the least-squares procedure
are provided in Table 3, together with their most recent values
A135, page 3 of 5
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 3 Σ− ) observed at
Table 1. Transition frequencies (in cm−1 ) of 15 NH (X
SOLEIL.
N  ← N 
2←1
3←2
4←3
5←4
6←5
6←5

J  ← J 
3←2
2←1
4←3
3←2
2←1
5←4
4←3
3←2
6←5
5←4
4←3
7←6
6←5
5←4
7←6
6←5
6←5

νobs
64.92520
65.03082
97.36245
97.44515
97.61970
129.66641
129.73834
129.84364
161.80455
161.87050
161.95254
193.73988
193.80200
193.87328
225.43424
225.49363
225.55871a

νobs − νcalc
0.00011
−0.00010
−0.00004
−0.00001
0.00006
0.00002
−0.00002
−0.00001
0.00001
−0.00002
−0.00004
0.00000
−0.00001
−0.00006
−0.00002
0.00001

Notes. The experimental error of the transitions is estimated to be
0.0001 cm−1 (3 MHz). (a) Calculated value. This fine-structure component was too weak to be observed.

reported for the 14 NH isotopologue for comparison (Lewen et al.
2004). We checked that no significant correlation occurred between the floated parameters.

4. Discussion
As expected, the B rotational constant of 15 NH is slightly smaller
than that of 14 NH, and their ratio is explained very well by considering the change in the reduced mass between the two species
having identical equilibrium bond length (re = 1.037186(2) Å,
Ram et al. 1999). Furthermore, the values obtained for the D
and H centrifugal distortion parameters of 15 NH compare very
well with those of 14 NH. Considering the fine-structure parameters, it is readily seen from Table 3 that the electron spinspin λ constants of the two isotopologues agree very well. It is
well-known that in second-order perturbation theory, the electron spin-rotation γ constants are proportional to the rotational
constant. Accordingly, it is more appropriate to compare the reduced γ/B constants of both species. Their values are nearly
equal (within 0.04%) thus showing the consistency of our analysis. Finally, with the four hyperfine-structure components observed, which involve the coupling of the hydrogen and nitrogen nuclear spins, only two hyperfine-structure parameters
could be determined, namely the Fermi-contact terms bF (H) and
bF (N). The value obtained for the former one is identical to
that of 14 NH. The 15/14 N isotopic ratio calculated for bF (N),
−1.4055(48), agrees well with the atomic nuclear g values of
nitrogen (−1.4028, Harris et al. 2001). Consequently, the value
of the t(N) magnetic dipole-dipole coupling constant of 15 NH
was fixed in the least-squares analysis to that of 14 NH multiplied
by −1.4028. The values (in MHz) reported by Wayne & Radford
(1976) for the Fermi-contact and magnetic dipole-dipole coupling terms for hydrogen (bF (H) = −66.5(32); t(H) = 28.8(22))
and nitrogen (bF (N) = −28.3(34); t(N) = 31.3(22)) agree well
with ours. Because their data did not provide suﬃcient constraints, they did not attempt to make a least-squares fit of the
rotational or fine-structure constants so that a similar comparison cannot be made. The relatively high value of the nuclear
A135, page 4 of 5

Table 2. Observed (J  ← J  = 0 ← 1 at the PhLAM laboratory) and
calculated (J  ← J  = 2 ← 1 and 1 ← 1) frequencies (in MHz) of
 3 Σ− ),
the N = 1 ← 0 ground-state rotational transition of 15 NH (X
given together with the base-10 logarithm of the Einstein coeﬃcient for
spontaneous emission (in s−1 ).
J  ← J  F1  , F  ← F1  , F 
0←1
1/2, 1 ← 1/2, 0
1/2, 1 ← 1/2, 1
1/2, 0 ← 1/2, 1
1/2, 1 ← 3/2, 1
1/2, 0 ← 3/2, 1
1/2, 1 ← 3/2, 2
2←1
3/2, 2 ← 1/2, 1
5/2, 3 ← 3/2, 2
3/2, 1 ← 1/2, 0
5/2, 2 ← 3/2, 1
3/2, 1 ← 1/2, 1
5/2, 2 ← 3/2, 2
3/2, 2 ← 3/2, 2
3/2, 1 ← 3/2, 1
1←1
3/2, 1 ← 1/2, 0
1/2, 1 ← 1/2, 0
1/2, 0 ← 1/2, 1
3/2, 2 ← 1/2, 1
1/2, 1 ← 1/2, 1
3/2, 1 ← 3/2, 1
1/2, 0 ← 3/2, 1
3/2, 2 ← 3/2, 1
1/2, 1 ← 3/2, 1
3/2, 1 ← 3/2, 2
3/2, 2 ← 3/2, 2
1/2, 1 ← 3/2, 2

νobs a
942036.954(100)
942070.537(100)b
942070.537(100)b
942143.471(100)c
942143.471(100)c
942176.923(100)

νobs − νcalc LogA21 e
0.002
−0.002
−0.002
−0.002
−0.002
0.002

−2.204
−2.204
−1.726
−2.203
−1.726
−2.203

970147.73(50)d
970152.62(50)d
970159.93(50)d
970164.82(50)d
970193.48(50)d
970198.36(50)d
970254.16(50)d
970266.36(50)d

−2.387
−2.533
−2.165
−2.387
−2.165
−2.387
−2.387
−2.165

995534.36(90)d
995565.57(90)d
995571.81(90)d
995595.05(90)d
995599.11(90)d
995640.79(90)d
995644.70(90)d
995667.94(90)d
995671.99(90)d
995674.33(90)d
995701.48(90)d
995705.54(90)d

−2.132
−2.132
−1.654
−2.353
−2.132
−2.131
−1.654
−2.353
−2.131
−2.131
−2.353
−2.131

Notes. (a) Values in parentheses are 1σ experimental or calculated error
on the last digits. (b,c) Unresolved lines. (d) These values are predicted
frequencies since the corresponding transitions were outside the range
of the millimetre-wave sources. (e) Calculations were done using the
dipole moment of 14 NH: μ = 1.389 D found in Reference 1.
References. (1) Scarl & Dalby (1974).

spin-rotation constant, C(N), is mainly attributed to the large rotational B constant (Klaus et al. 1997). It was not possible to
determine its value in the present analysis, but it was nevertheless included in the fit procedure for consistency. The nuclear
spin-rotation constant of 15 NH was scaled according to the ratio
of the nuclear g values (−1.4028) and to that of the rotational
constants.
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the lines
recorded at SOLEIL synchrotron varies between 20 MHz in
the lower frequency region and 30 MHz in the higher part of
the spectrum. These values are significantly higher than the
calculated frequency regions over which the hyperfine-structure
components extend, except maybe for the J = N = 2 ← 1 transition. Therefore, it is believed that the unresolved hyperfine structures in the far infrared region contribute rather marginally to
the broadening of the lines recorded at the SOLEIL synchrotron.
Similarly, the impact on the estimated experimental errors for
the derived line positions is considered negligible.
Generally speaking, the standard deviations of the molecular
constants are one to two orders of magnitude greater than those
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Table 3. Rotational, fine, and hyperfine coupling constants of 15 NH and
14
 3 Σ− ), in MHz.
NH (X
Constant
B
D
103 × H
107 × L
λ
γ
γD
bF (H)
t(H)
bF (N)
t(N)
C(N)
eQq(N)

15

NH
487798.75(15)
50.591(6)
3.61(6)
−4.035b
27576.15(63)
−1636.53(36)
0.4389b
−66.085(29)
30.095b
−26.462(35)
31.777c
−0.223d

14

NHa
489959.067(10)
51.04755(76)
3.6954(21)
−4.035(12)
27577.859(12)
−1644.456(16)
0.4389(31)
−66.085(14)
30.095(30)
18.8279(96)
−22.653(14)
0.160(22)
−3.008(94)

Notes. The rms error of residuals are 2 kHz and 0.00004 cm−1 for the
submillimetre-wave and far infrared lines, respectively. In parentheses,
standard deviations of the molecular constants are given in units of
the last digit. (a) Reference 1. (b) Fixed at the value reported for 14 NH.
(c)
Fixed at the value reported for 14 NH multiplied by the 15 N/14 N nuclear magnetogyric ratio (−1.4028, see discussion section). (d) Fixed at
the value obtained by scaling that reported for C(14 NH) using the rotational constants and the ratio of the nuclear g values.
References. (1) Lewen et al. (2004).

of the main isotopologue. This is because a limited number of
hyperfine-structure components could be observed in the present
study and because most of the fine-structure components were
not measured with microwave accuracy.

5. Conclusions
Rotational transitions of the 15 NH radical in the ground elec 3 Σ− ) were observed below
tronic and vibrational state (X
−1
225 cm (∼7 THz) for the first time in the zero magnetic field
condition. These transitions can be used for radioastronomical

searches of this species in various astronomical environments using HIFI on board the Herschel space observatory. In addition,
the analysis of the fine- and hyperfine- structures yielded an accurate set of molecular constants, which compare very well with
those of the main isotopologue, 14 NH.
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